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Abstract

Misalignment at butt-welded joints induces bending stresses with the application of in-plane
loads only. This stress concentration will have a detrimental effect on both the ultimate strength
of the plate and the fatigue strength at the weld. The stress concentration factor is often rep-
resented asK 5 1 1 C(e/t), whereC is called the stress concentration coefficient in this paper.
In the current literature it is found that different values ofC have been used, none of which
were derived by the plate theory. In this paper, a linear elastic stress analysis of ship plates
with a tranverse butt-weld misalignment under uniaxial compression is carried out. It is found
that the stress concentration coefficientC is not a constant, but varies with the aspect ratio,
the location of the misalignment in the plate and the magnitude of the nominal applied stress.
 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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a plate length
b plate width
C stress concentration coefficient anywhere in the plate
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Ce stress concentration coefficient at misalignment
D Et3/12(1 2 n2)
E Young’s modulus
e misalignment
K stress concentration factor anywhere in the plate
Ke stress concentration factor at misalignment
L1, L2 lengths of plate 1 and plate 2, respectively
Ncr Euler buckling load of the plate strip
Nxn nominal load of the plate which is used for normalization
R relative location of the misalignment (5 L1/a)
t plate thickness
w deflection
xi, yi location coordinates
a aspect ratio (5 a/b)
n Poisson’s ratio
fx normalized applied load

1. Introduction

Unstiffened plates are the main structural components in ship structure. The buck-
ling and ultimate strengths of these elements are very important from the design and
safety viewpoint because the collapse loads of these elements can often act as an
indicator of the ultimate strength of the whole stiffened panel [1]. Therefore, this
problem has received very wide attention (e.g., [1–5]). The factors which might
affect the buckling and ultimate strengths of an unstiffened plate include:

1. the type of loading, such as uniaxial compression, in-plane bending, in-plane
shear, biaxial compression, lateral pressure, etc. The most typical loading for an
unstiffened plate in a ship structure is the combination of uniaxial compression
and lateral pressure;

2. the boundary conditions, such as simply supported and clamped. In actual ship
structures, the longitudinal and tranverse stiffeners will always have limited but
not zero stiffness. Therefore, the actual boundary conditions will always be some-
where between simply supported and fully clamped. There are two types of
restraints in the boundary conditions [6]. One is the restraint against lateral slide
and the other is against rotation. These two parameters will also affect the buck-
ling and ultimate strengths;

3. the plate material properties and geometric dimensions, such as aspect ratio
and slenderness;

4. plate unfairness and residual stresses, which are caused by welding of the stiffener
attachment to the plating. Both distortion shape and amplitude of the unfairness
will affect the plate strength [2–5]; and

5. misalignment, which is induced by butt welding to join plates together [7–12].
When fabricating a large complex structure like a ship, using butt welding to join
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plates together is a common process. No matter how careful the fabrication pro-
cess is, misalignment between the two jointed plates always exists. The most
general form of misalignment should include both angular mismatch and eccen-
tricity (or offset), see Fig. 1. In this paper, only the eccentricity type of misalign-
ment is considered.

However, most of the current literature concentrates only on the problems of the
first four factors and pays particular attention to the effects of initial distortion and
residual stresses, while few works are dedicated to the misalignment [7–12]. Mis-
alignment at butt-welded joints will induce bending stresses with the application of
in-plane loads only. This stress concentration factor is often represented asK 5 1
1 Ce(e/t), whereCe is called the stress concentration coefficient at misalignment in
this paper. Based on experimental results, Gunn and McLester [8] recommendedCe

5 3.0. This result has been widely used [9,13]. Refs. [10,11] attempted to derive
the coefficient from theory, but they simplified the problem by using columns or
frames instead of plates. In comparison with columns, the effect of boundary con-
straints in plates is expected to be higher. In the ABS classification rules for ships
[14], the value ofCe has been changed to 1.5. However, no justification for this has
been found.

The purpose of this paper is to carry out linear elastic stress analysis based on
the small deflection theory of plates. The mathematical model explicitly includes the
misalignment. The work in this paper can be viewed as an extension to Ref. [7] in
which misaligned columns were analyzed.

2. Problem description

The unstiffened plate has dimensionsa 3 b 3 t (mm 3 mm 3 mm). There exists
a butt weld containing a misalignmente across the whole width. The distance from
the left side to the misalignment isL1 and the distance from the right side to the
misalignment isL2 ( 5 a 2 L1). The plate is subjected to a uniaxial compression.
Fig. 2 shows the boundary conditions and the coordinate systems. Note that the
misalignment is enlarged for clear presentation.

3. Column model

If the plate is very wide in the transverse direction, namelybÀa, its curvature
along they-axis will be small. In this case, we can use an elemental strip of plating

Fig. 1. Types of butt-weld misalignments.
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Fig. 2. Boundary conditions and coordinate systems for the misaligned plate.

of unit width in the analysis, see Fig. 3. Then the classical beam–column model can
be applied.

The governing differential equations for the problem are:

d4wi

dx4
i

1
Nx

EI
d2wi

dx2
i

5 0 (i 5 1, 2). (1)

The boundary conditions are:

wi(0) 5 wi"(0) 5 0 (i 5 1, 2). (2)

The conditions of continuity at misalignment are:

w1(L1) 5 w2(L2), w19(L1) 5 2 w29(L2), Mx1
(L1) 2 Mx2

(L2) (3)

5 Nxe, Qx1
(L1) 5 2 Qx2

(L2).

The solution to this problem can be easily derived and this has been given in [7].
For the convenience of discussion, let us introduce the following parameters for the
plate strip:

Fig. 3. Coordinate systems for the misaligned columns.
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fx 5
Nx

Ncr
, Ncr 5

p2Et3

12a2 , R 5
L1

a
, s0 5 √fx, Ke 5 1 1 Ce

e
t

. (4)

Then the coefficient of stress concentration factor at misalignment can be
expressed as:

Ce (5)

5 MaxS 6
1 1 tg(ps0R) ctg[ps0(1 2 R)]

,
6

1 1 ctg(ps0R) tg[ps0(1 2 R)]D.

Ce is generally a function of the relative location of misalignmentRand the applied
load level,fx. Fig. 4 shows the effect ofR and fx on Ce. It can be seen that when
the misalignment is in the middle, i.e.,R 5 0.5, thenCe is a constant which equals
3. This result corresponds to the famous formula of Eq. (6). However, when the
misalignment is not in the middle, thenCe is generally greater than 3. BothR and
fx have an influence onCe. The maximum value ofCe is 6.

Ke 5 1 1 3e/t, (6)

Eq. (6) was first developed by Gunn and McLester [8] based on experiments. Sub-
sequently, a similar formula was also derived theoretically by Berge and Myhre [10]
but they showed that it was necessary to take into account the overall restraint
imposed upon the joint. The formula is also widely used to calculate the stress con-
centration factor due to weld misalignment in plates [9,13]. However, from the above
discussion, it can be seen that the formula is based on the column model and only
valid for the case of misalignment in the middle.

4. Linear elastic stress solution of unstiffened plates with misalignment

By applying the linear elastic plate theory to solve the problem described in Sec-
tion 2, the deflection can be found. The details are given in Appendix A. In this

Fig. 4. Effect of applied load and the misalignment location on the stress concentration coefficientCe.
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section, only the results are presented. For convenience of discussion, we also express
the results in terms of the following parameters:

a 5
a
b

5
L1 1 L2

b
, R 5

L1

a
, fx 5

Nx

Nxn

, Nxn 5
4p2D

b2 , e0 5 ea (7)

5 apc0, h0 5 ha 5 aps0, c0 5 √1 2 fx, s0 5 √fx.

If we assume thatA10, B10, A20 andB20 are the solutions of the following equation:

3
C11 C12 C13 C14

C21 C22 C23 C24

C31 C32 C33 C34

C41 C42 C43 C44

45
A10

B10

A20

B20

6 5 5
0

0

1

0
6, (8)

and denote the stress concentration factor as:

K 5 1 1 C
e
t

, (9)

then the coefficientC can be expressed as:

C(xi, yi) 5 3p{[ Ai0(c2
0 2 s2

0 2 n) 2 2Bi0c0s0] cosh(exi) sin(hxi)

1 [2Ai0c0s0 1 Bi0(c2
0 2 s2

0 2 n)] sinh(exi) cos(hxi)} cosSpyi

b D (i (10)

5 1, 2).

From Eq. (10), it can be seen thatC is parabolically distributed along the width
direction and the maximum values occur atyi 5 0. Thus the maximum stress concen-
tration at the misalignment can be expressed as:

Ce 5 Max(uC1u, uC2u), C1 5 3p{[ A10(c2
0 2 s2

0 2 n) 2 2B10c0s0]T1

1 [2A10c0s0 1 B10(c2
0 2 s2

0 2 n)]T2}, C2 5 3p{[ A20(c2
0 2 s2

0 2 n) (11)

2 2B20c0s0]T5 1 [2A20c0s0 1 B20(c2
0 2 s2

0 2 n)]T6}.

It can be seen thatCe is a function ofa, R and fx. Fig. 5 shows the effect of
applied load levelfx on the stress concentration coefficient at the misalignment,Ce.
When the misalignment is in the middle, the applied load level has no effect onCe.
When the misalignment is not in the middle, thenCe increases withfx; however,
whenR > 0.1 andfx , 0.5, thenCe is practically independent of the applied load.

Fig. 6 shows the effect ofR on the stress concentration coefficientCe. It can be
seen that asR is away from the middle, the stress concentration increases. However,
for the range of 0.4, R , 0.6, Ce is almost a constant.
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Fig. 5. Effect of applied load levelfx on the stress concentration coefficientCe (a 5 3).

Fig. 6. Effect of the misalignment locationR on the stress concentration coefficientCe (a 5 3).

Fig. 7 shows the influence of aspect ratioa on the stress concentration coefficient
Ce. It can be seen that for very long plates (a > 4.0),Ce approaches a constant. This
constant is a maximum value along the width direction. If we calculate the average
along the width direction, then the mean value is 3, which is the result of Gunn and
McLester’s experiments [8]. For wider plates (a , 0.5), Ce is a function ofR only.

Fig. 7. Effect of aspect ratioa on the stress concentration coefficientCe (fx 5 0.5).
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If we transfer the maximum value into the mean value, then the results are the same
as that from the column model.

In ABS classification rules for ships [14], the formula recommended is:

Ke 5 1 1 1.5e/t. (12)

From the results obtained in this analysis, it can be seen that this formula has no
theoretical basis. Furthermore, it is in the lower side which is unconservative, while
the formula recommended in [8] is a mean value along the width direction for plates
with a misalignment in the middle range.

5. Summary and conclusions

Misalignment at butt-welded joints induces bending stresses with the application
of in-plane loads only. This stress concentration will have a detrimental effect on
both the ultimate strength of the plate and the fatigue strength at the weld. However,
different values of the stress concentration coefficient at misalignment have been
used in the literature [9,13,14], none of which were obtained from the plate theory.
In this paper, a linear elastic stress analysis of ship plates with a transverse butt-
weld misalignment under uniaxial compression is carried out. Through this analysis,
the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Strictly speaking, the stress concentration coefficient at misalignmentCe is not a
constant, but varies with the location of the weld, the aspect ratio of the plate
and the magnitude of the applied load. However, when the butt welding is within
the middle range (0.4, R , 0.6), then both the aspect ratio and the magnitude
of the applied load have a negligible effect onCe and Ce has the lowest value.
This indicates that, to achieve a better strength of a plate with a transverse butt-
weld misalignment, the butt welding must be in the middle range.

2. The stress distribution along the width direction is not uniform and the maximum
value occurs in the center. The popularly used value ofCe 5 3 corresponds to
the mean value for the butt welding in the middle range or corresponds to the
column model. The maximum value ofCe for these cases is 4.712.

3. The results from the plate theory are consistent with the results from the col-
umn model.
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Appendix A

The coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 2. The governing differential equations
for the problem are:

∂4wi

∂x4
i

1 2
∂4wi

∂2x2
i ∂2y2

i

1
∂4wi

∂y4
i

1
Nx

D
∂2wi

∂x2
i

5 0 (i 5 1, 2), (A1)

where w1(x1, y1) and w2(x2, y2) represent the deflections of plate 1 and plate 2,
respectively. In this equation,Nx is positive for compression.

These two fourth-order partial differential equations require 16 boundary con-
ditions in order to have a definite solution. These are: (1) 12 boundary conditions
along the six simply supported sides; and (2) four conditions of continuity at mis-
alignment. Thereore, the boundary conditions of this problem are:

wi| yi 5 6 b/2 5 0,
∂2wi

∂y2
i | yi 5 6 b/2 5 0

wi| xi 5 0 5 0,
∂2wi

∂x2
i | xi 5 0 5 0 i 5 1, 2

(A2)

w1| x1 5 L1 5 w2| x2 5 L2,
∂w1

∂x1 | x1 5 L1 5 2
∂w2

∂x2 | x2 5 L2

Mx1| x1 5 L1 2 Mx2| x2 5 L2 5 m, Qx1| x1 5 L1 5 2 Qx2| x2 5 L2

(A3)

wherem is the distributed bending moment caused by the misalignment.
Due to the simply supported conditions aty 5 6 b/2, Levy’s method can be

employed. Assuming that:

wi(xi, yi) 5 w*
i (xi) cos

pyi

b
(i 5 1, 2), (A4)

and introducing Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A1), one can obtain:

d4w*
i

dx4
i

1 SNx

D
2

2p2

b2 D d2w*
i

dx2
i

1
p4

b4 w*
i 5 0 (i 5 1, 2). (A5)

It can be very easily seen that, asb approaches infinity, Eq. (A5) is degenerated into
the column equation, Eq. (2).

The format of the homogeneous soution of the above differential equations
depends on the level of applied load. For this analysis, we are interested in the pre-
buckling behavior, so we confine our discussion to the range:
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Nx

D
,

4p2

b2 . (A6)

Then the characteristic equation of the differential Eq. (A5) has four complex roots,
6 e 6 hi. Considering the simply supported condition atxi 5 0, the solution of Eq.
(A5) can be written as:

w*
i 5 Ai cosh(exi) sin(hxi) 1 Bi sinh(exi) cos(hxi), (A7)

where

e 5 !p2

b2 2
Nx

4D
, h 5

1
2 !

Nx

D
. (A8)

Let us assume:

m 5 m* cos
pyi

b
. (A9)

m should satisfy the following condition:

E
b/2

2 b/2

m dy 5 Nxeb. (A10)

Then we can obtain:

m* 5
p

2
Nxe. (A11)

In Eq. (A7), A1, B1, A2 and B2 are parameters to be determined. The relations
between bending moment and reflection, and between shear force and deflection, are
well known. By substituting these relations together with Eq. (A9), (A11) into the
boundary and continuity conditions Eq. (A2), (A3), we can obtain four equations by
which the constantsA1, B1, A2 andB2 in Eq. (A7) can be determined. If we introduce
the non-dimensional parameters of Eq. (7) then the four equations can be
expressed as:

3
C11 C12 C13 C14

C21 C22 C23 C24

C31 C32 C33 C34

C41 C42 C43 C44

45
A1

B1

A2

B2

6 5 5
0

0

2pfxe

0
6, (A12)

whereCij are given as follows:

C11 5 T1, C12 5 T2, C13 5 2 T5, C14 5 2 T6, C21 5 c0T4
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1 s0T3, C22 5 c0T3 2 s0T4, C23 5 c0T8 1 s0T7, C24 5 c0T7

2 s0T8, C31 5 (c2
0 2 s2

0)T1 1 2c0s0T2, C32 5 (c2
0 2 s2

0)T2

2 2c0s0T1, C33 5 2 (c2
0 2 s2

0)T5 2 2c0s0T6, C34 5 2 (c2
0 2 s2

0)T6 (A13)

1 2c0s0T5, C41 5 (c2
0 2 3s2

0)c0T4 2 (s2
0 2 3c2

0)s0T3, C42 5 (s2
0

2 3c2
0)s0T4 1 (c2

0 2 3s2
0)c0T3, C43 5 (c2

0 2 3s2
0)c0T8 2 (s2

0

2 3c2
0)s0T7, C44 5 (s2

0 2 3c2
0)s0T8 1 (c2

0 2 3s2
0)c0T7.

The constantsTi are defined as follows:

T1 5 cosh(e0R) sin(h0R), T2 5 sinh(e0R) cos(h0R), T3

5 cosh(e0R) cos(h0R), T4 5 sinh(e0R) sin(h0R), T5 5 cosh[e0(1

2 R)] sin[h0(1 2 R)], T6 5 sinh[e0(1 2 R)] cos[h0(1 2 R)], T7 (A14)

5 cosh[e0(1 2 R)] cos[h0(1 2 R)], T8 5 sinh[e0(1 2 R)] sin[h0(1

2 R)].

The other parameters used in Eq. (A12), (A13), (A14) are defined in Eq. (7) of
Section 4. With the deflection functions given by Eq. (A7), the bending moment
and the bending stresses can be easily calculated and the results are presented in
Section 4.
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